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—

“This ministry is
specialized and is
among the most
unique in the world.”

—

Reaching People on the Edge!
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“Watch for some
good things coming
out of this church
very soon!”

-

“I didn’t commit myself to a work that is easy. It wasn’t a prerequisite either that all necessary
training be undertaken before launching headlong into the effort. The fact is that most of the time,
training is hands-on and any journey made in the service of The Lord is by faith. And I have
learned to ask for big things. It seems to me a parody to say we trust in The Almighty and content
ourselves with small accomplishment. I would that this message and example, if no other, be what is
left behind for others to see and to know and perhaps—to follow.” —Memoirs of a Missionary, G. Knight

Mission: Micronesia
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-

-

-

“I have often wondered how to get a job done that pressed so hard upon me that I lay awake at night
trying to figure it—trying to imagine it, only to fall asleep in prayer, asking The Lord to show me and to be
awakened from that same sleep with the answer, clear and certain in my mind. It’s God’s way.” —gk

-

“...this ministry has
stood by us, aiding in
gathering and shipping
supplies needed among
the thousands of people
in our ministry domain.”

-

Pacific Islands Newsletter
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...Reaching people on the edge!

-

-

Early morning on our Tennessee family farm near Nashville, this photo was taken in September just as cooler weather began arriving in the hills. This is the place of my boyhood and
as one would imagine, holds many memories of our years passed. My mom, Betty Stofel and
step-father Bill live here with other of our relatives. It is an area that is dear to my heart and
so very far from our ministry domain. The summer has been blessed as we’ve had several
opportunities to return and relax with our loved ones.

Email me:
glen@rimnativa.com

—

“How far do you go when you voyage? “, he asked. To which I replied, “Often, we sail, not for hours, but
for days on end. The ocean is big and the islands are far. And the people who await are precious. It is a journey worth taking and from which, one doesn’t look back.” —gk

